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Abstract

This paper introducesconcast, a new network service.
Concast is the inverse of multicast: multiple sources send
messages toward the same destination, which results in a
single message being delivered to the destination. The re-
ceived message appears to come from the concast group
rather than any particular receiver. Different forms of con-
cast service can be defined by varying the mapping from the
set of sent messages to the received message. The service
is useful for preventing implosion and reducing bandwidth
consumption in cases where many senders transmit to the
same receiver—for example in aggregating (or suppressing)
positive (or negative) acknowledgements

We define the semantics of a simple concast service that
is the inverse of multicast, as well as a more general custom
concast, which allows users to define certain aspects of the
service’s semantics. We describe how to implement the ser-
vice so that it scales approximately as well as IP multicast.
We also present results from a simulation study showing that
concast provides significant benefits in a layered-video ap-
plication.

1. Introduction

Multicast service is now a reality in many parts of the In-
ternet. The multicast abstraction uses a single network ad-
dress to represent a group of receivers. When a host sends
a packet to a multicast group address, the network makes
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its best effort to deliver a copy to all receivers in the group.
The sender need not know the identities of the receivers,
and indeed cannot learn them via the multicast service it-
self. Internet multicast is a scalable service because it hides
the number and identity of receivers behind a single address
and allows a sender to communicate with any number of
receivers as a single entity. Efficient multicast service im-
plementations duplicate packets in the network as needed,
thereby reducing bandwidth consumption (as compared to
unicast implementations).

An increasing number of applications now require a
communication service in which a receiver collects mes-
sages from many senders. This raises the question of
whether a scalable service similar to multicast can be de-
fined for messages flowing in the opposite direction—
essentially an “inverse multicast” service. In this paper,we
propose and describe such a service, which we callconcast.
With concast, a single network address represents a group
of senders. When multiple group members send packets
addressed to a single destination, only a single packet is de-
livered to that destination (Figure 1). Where a multicast
datagram has a unicast source address and a group desti-
nation address, a concast datagram contains a group source
address and a unicast destination address. Thus, concast too
is scalable: it abstracts away the reality of multiple senders
and allows a receiver to avoidimplosion—that is, process-
ing a number of incoming packets that grows with the size
of the group. Like multicast, a good implementation will
also conserve bandwidth by reducing or eliminating redun-
dant transmissions.

However, the precise definition of an “inverse multicast”
service is non-obvious. In particular, two interesting ques-
tions arise. First,what packet is delivered to the receiver
as a result of the multiple senders’ transmissions? Second,
when is this single packet delivered to the receiver? We
refer to the answers to these questions as themerge seman-
tics and thetiming semantics, respectively. Various merge
and timing semantics are possible, and give rise to different
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Figure 1. Multicast (left) and concast services.

forms of concast service.

In what follows we present two concast service mod-
els. Like multicast, both are best-effort services. The first,
simple concast, provides generic, application-independent
merge semanticsthat are the exact opposite of multicast:
the network “fuses” identical packets from different senders
into one copy that is delivered to the receiver. It also pro-
vides application-independenttiming semantics: delivery of
the “fused” packet occurs as if it were thefirst transmitted
copy. Observe that this simple service can be used to im-
plementnack suppression, which is useful in implementing
reliable multicast: the network forwards the first nack and
discards all other nacks for the same message.

Our second model is calledcustom concast. This form
allows the user of the service to choose the merge and tim-
ing semantics, either by selecting them from a predefined
set, or by installing code in some form. Custom concast is
thus an excellent match foractive networks[5].

As a trivial example of how a concast service might be
customized, consider alternatives for the timing semantics.
One possibility is that delivery to the receiver is triggered by
the last send. The definition of “last” is problematic here,
especially in view of the best-effort nature of the service.
However, it is easy to envision applications desiring deliv-
ery of a message as soon as a certain threshold number of
sends has occurred; the receiver could specify this thresh-
old via signaling when subscribing to the service. Another
possibility is to transmit a merged message at fixed time in-
tervals.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes some classes of applications that could benefit
from a concast service; in Section 3 we discuss prior work
related to concast. Section 4 reviews the characteristics of
the Internet multicast service. Section 5 describes the sim-
ple and custom concast service semantics, while Section 6
describes how the service can be implemented by placing
concast-specific capabilities in routers. Section 7 presents
results of a simulation study involving a particular multi-
media distance-learning application. Section 8 offers con-
clusions and some directions for future work.

2. Uses for Concast

Concast services can benefit a growing number of ap-
plications involving group communication, including tele-
conferencing, virtual offices, shared whiteboards, chat
rooms, application sharing, and multi-player games; infor-
mation dissemination applications such as stock price up-
dates, network news feeds, mailing lists, and webcasting.
Historically these types of applications also benefit from
multicast, but have had to achieve concast style services
via N independent unicast channels or hierarchy of unicast
channels. Consider the following broad classes of appli-
cations which can be expected to benefit from concast ser-
vices:
Group-request-Group-reply: In these applications, a sin-
gle machine issues a request to a group of machines (typi-
cally via multicast) and then waits for a response from all
group members. This model of interaction occurs both at
the network-level and application-level. For example, re-
liable multicast protocols [12, 22, 13, 20] can use concast
to provide ACK/NACK supression. Similarly, many dis-
tributed applications require end-to-end (application-level)
ACK messages to ensure reliability [15]. For example, a
multicast file transfer program (even when implemented us-
ing a reliable multicast protocol) may require application-
level end-to-end ACKs to ensure the data has been stored.
Report-in: These applications arise in systems of dis-
tributed sensors, robots, or other devices that periodically
transmit data to a centralized monitoring or control system.
For example, cameras may transmit signals used for secu-
rity/tracking purposes, manufacturing quality control sys-
tems, stereo reconstruction of 3D objects, etc. In many
cases, the signals only become meaningful when they are
combined and processed. Concast’s many-to-one commu-
nication model is ideal for such processes.
Client-Multiserver andMulticlient-Server : To ensure re-
liability or availability,client-multiserverapplications repli-
cate server functionality across multiple machines. Client
requests are multicasted to the servers who send simulta-
neous responses to the client. The client often needs only
one, orK out of N , responses. For example, a distributed
database may requireK out ofN ACKs when storing repli-
cas of a newly written record. We use the termmulticlient-
server to represent the classical client-server model, in
which a single server responds to request from any num-
ber of client machines. Concast offers benefits whenever
concurrent requests are similar or even the same (e.g., URL
request to a web server).
Collaborative: Real-time conferencing and application
sharing can benefit from concast communication when they
require synchronization (e.g., floor control) and/or resolu-
tion of inputs into a single stream or program. Several
systems already provide audio mixers that merge the voice



streams of conference call participants. Similarly, shared
control of whiteboards or other shared applications often
requires merging and mixing user inputs to provide floor
control.

3. Related Work

As noted above, concast communication patterns arise
in a variety of application domains, including reliable mul-
ticast, where receivers must all transmit ack/nack messages
to the sender [22, 9, 13, 12].

Multimedia gateways exemplify the application-level ap-
proach to providing concast-style communication services.
Such gateways perform mixing and transcoding on multi-
media flows to match the receive capabilities of specific
audio/video conference participants [1, 2, 3]. They must
be explicitly deployed as application programs running on
strategically-placed hosts in the network. On the other hand,
by placing functionality “in” the network layer, concast
frees both senders and receivers from having to determine
the location of the gateway functionality—it is automati-
cally deployed in the “correct” location.

Other researchers have identified the problem of small-
packet overhead and some have suggested that small pack-
ets be combined into larger packets at routers in the net-
work. One example is thegathercastapproach [4]: an
aggregation mechanism based on transformer tunnels [17].
The basic idea is to delay small packets slightly as they go
through a router in hopes that other small packets heading in
the same direction will arrive. After a certain time, all such
packets are then encapsulated in a single large packet and
forwarded toward the destination. Because messages are
packed and unpacked transparentlyen route, senders and
receivers don’t necessarily know that aggregation is occur-
ing. Thus gathercast appears to be a semantics-independent
mux/demux mechanism, delivering packets to the receiver
as if they were unicast packets; as such, it does not prevent
message implosion at the receivingapplication(e.g., web
server). Concast, on the other hand, is agroupcommunica-
tion service and treats the senders as a group. As such it is
not transparent to the application, which must be designed
to take the concast semantics into account.

In previous work [7, 18], two of this paper’s authors pre-
sented a general-purpose group communication model that
can be used to construct special-purpose group communi-
cation services. This paper builds on that work, focusing on
a general-purpose concast service—a framework for imple-
menting application-specific services as well as semantics-
independent services such as gathercast.

4. Review of IP Multicast

In designing the concast services, we have been guided
by the goal of maintaining symmetry with IP multicast
where it was reasonable to do so. Therefore we present a
brief summary of the salient features of Internet multicast
(both service and implementation) before defining our con-
cast services.

Multicast datagrams are identified by a multicast IP ad-
dress in the destination field and a unicast address in the
source field. Endpoints (e.g. sockets in Unix) may be bound
to a particular multicast address to ensure that they receive
only datagrams sent to that group. Any host can send a
datagram with a multicast address in the destination field.
The multicast service is best-effort: the network tries to de-
liver the message to all receivers in the group, but makes no
guarantees. In particular, some members of the group may
receive the message while others do not.

A host “joins” a multicast group by signaling the
network using the Internet Group Management Protocol
(IGMP) [6]. Specifically, routers periodically poll their lo-
cal hosts to find out which groups have members on the
local subnetwork. If a group has no members on a local
subnet, messages addressed to that group are not transmit-
ted on the subnet.

The state information maintained by multicast-capable
routers depends on the multicast routing protocol used. In
shortest-pathmulticast routing, state is maintained for each
(sender, group) pair, and each packet is forwarded based on
both its source and destination IP addresses. Inshared-tree
routing, state is maintained for each group, and routing is
independent of sender. In each case the state includes a list
of interfaces on which packets should be forwarded, plus
other protocol-specific information.

5. Concast Service

We now define the semantics of two new internet ser-
vices: simple concastandcustom concast. Like multicast,
both are best-effort services; both implement a form of mes-
sage merge. Our description is couched in terms of In-
ternet Protocol datagrams. Because we are describing the
service, we describe the behavior of “the network” as if it
were a monolithic “cloud” whose internal structure is hid-
den. Steps taken by individual routers are described in Sec-
tion 6. We also assume some part of the IP address space
representsconcast group addresses.1

Table 1 highlights the correspondence between multicast
and concast with respect to service abstraction and signal-
ing characteristics. In multicast, receivers (group members)
signal the network via IGMP in order to receive. Concast

1One possibility is to use Class E addresses for concast.



is similar in that signaling is performed by the (single) re-
ceiver, which must indicate its desire to receive messages
from a particular concast group. This causes the network to
set up the state necessary for messages to be “merged” on
their way to the receiver. In multicast, any host can send to
a multicast group without signaling; concast is again similar
in that any host can send a datagram (containing any concast
group as source address) without signaling first. Alternative

IP Multicast Concast

Receivers signal to re-
ceive.

Receiver signals to re-
ceive.

Individual receivers are
unknown to senders.

Individual senders are
unknown to receivers.

Packets have group des-
tination address, unicast
source address

Packets have unicast des-
tination address, group
source address

Multicast addresses may
only be used in the desti-
nation field.

Concast addresses may
only be used in the
source field.

Any host can send to the
mulicast group.

Any host can send from
the concast group.

Packets are duplicated in
the network.

Packets are “merged” in
the network.

Table 1. Multicast vs. Concast

definitions of the “merge” operation performed by the net-
work give rise to the two flavors of concast, which we de-
scribe next.

5.1. Simple Concast

Simple concast is an application-independent service. Its
merge semanticsare the opposite of “duplication”: identical
datagrams transmitted by different senders result in the de-
livery of at most one copy to the receiver. For the purposes
of the simple concast service, IP datagrams are considered
to be “identical” if they have the same source (concast) ad-
dress, destination address, protocol number in the IP header,
and payload.2 Thus, to make packets eligible for merging,
a sending application must arrange for them to come from
the same source port on each sending machine, and ensure
that payloads are the same (e.g. they contain the same ack
sequence numbers).

Signaling for concast can be achieved by a slight modifi-
cation to the IGMP. Instead of a multicast group address, the
“membership report” message sent by the receiver would
contain a concast address. The interpretation of a mes-
sage containing a concast address by the concast-capable
router(s) on the local network would be different from that

2Other definitions of “identical” might be useful, e.g. considering only
a fixed-length prefix of the payload.

of messages containing multicast addresses. Instead of in-
dicating a group that the sender wants to join, the message
indicates a group from which the sender wants toreceive
messages.

To send a concast datagram, the sending program sup-
plies its local IP implementation with the concast address
to be placed in the source address field.3 The local ma-
chine then routes and transmits the packet just like a unicast
packet.

To keep track of whether a message has already been
delivered, the network must keep track of the messages sent
on each active concastflow. A flow is identified by a pair
(R, G), whereR represents the receiving host’s IP address,
andG represents the concast group address. For each flow,
the network keeps a list of (protocol, payload) pairs

When a sender transmits a concast datagram to the net-
work, the network checks to see whether a list of “current”
messages already exists for the(R, G) pair. If no such list
exists, the network silently discards the datagram, because
the receiver has not yet signaled its intention to receive from
that group. If a list of messages exists for flow(R, G), the
network checks whether the (protocol, payload) pair from
the incoming datagram matches an entry already in the list.
If not, it adds the pair to the list, and the original datagram
is delivered to the receiver. If it is already in the list, the
incoming datagram is discarded.

The amount of state maintained by the network for each
concast flow needs to be bounded. A straightforward ap-
proach is to keep only a hash of the payload, and to place a
bound on the number of message list entries kept for each
flow; when a flow’s list becomes full, new messages for that
flow push old entries out, in FIFO order. Clearly a number
of other approaches are possible.

Note that multiple receivers may be located on the same
host. Messages destined for different receivers on the same
host will not be merged, provided they use different higher-
level addresses (e.g. UDP port numbers), which will cause
their IP payloads to differ. Multiple senders may also be
located on the same host, and need not be aware of each
other.

5.2. Custom Concast

More sophisticated forms of concast can be defined by
specifying othermerge functions, timing semantics, and
packet identification functions(definitions of “identical”
datagrams). Suchcustom concastservices provide the op-
portunity for applications to tailor the service to their spe-
cific needs. However, they also raise the issue of control.

3In terms of the “sockets” API, this could be achieved via a socket
option that marks the socket so that datagrams sent from it have a particular
concast source address. Alternatively, the socket might bind to the concast
address, but in that case it cannot be used to receive.



How much can the application customize the service? One
option is to provide one or more parameterized services,
and allow applications to select a service and its parame-
ters. Another approach is to allow the user much greater
freedom in specifying the semantics—say, by providing a
description of the merging algorithm function and other as-
pects of the service. This enables application to define their
own form of the service.

In this paper we pursue the latter option and describe
a “programmable” custom concast service. In this service
the receiver gives the network amerge specification, which
consists of code defining the following application-specific
functions:

getTag(m): a tag extractionfunction returning a hash or
key identifying the message. Messagesm andm′ are
eligible for merging iffgetTag(m) = getTag(m′).

merge(s, m, f ): the function that combines messages to-
gether. The first parameter is the currentmerge state
(i.e., information representing messages that have al-
ready been processed). The second parameter is the
new message to merge into the saved states. The third
parameter is a “flow state block” containing informa-
tion about the concast flow to whichm belongs (see
Section 6.1).

done(s): the forwarding predicatethat checkss, the cur-
rent merge state, and decides whether a message
should be constructed (by callingbuildMsg) and for-
warded to the receiver.

buildMsg(s): the message constructionfunction, which
takes the current merge state,s, and returns the pay-
load to be forwarded toward the receiver.

The custom concast signaling interface must enable the
receiver to provide the network with descriptions of these
computations. This might be accomplished using Java or
another mobile-code language, or a more restrictive special-
purpose language could be defined. We do not consider the
language further in this paper, except to note that a num-
ber of research projects are developing languages foractive
networks[8, 19, 16].

The generic processing applied by the network to a con-
cast packet with source addressG and destination address
R is shown in Figure 2. The network first retrieves any state
associated with the given receiver and group address. If
there is none, the packet is quietly dropped. If state exists,
then the identifier (tag) of the message being processed is
computed using the user code, and any associated message
state is retrieved. A new message state block is computed
from the old state and the message payload, and the result
is stored back with the tag. If thedonepredicate indicates
that merging is finished, thebuildMsgfunction is called to
generate a payload, which is forwarded toward the receiver

void ProcessMessage(Receiver R, Group G,
IPdatagram m) {

FlowStateBlock fsb;
MsgKey k;
MergeStateBlock *s;

fsb = lookUpFlow(R,G);
if (fsb != NULL) {
t = fsb.getTag(m);
s = fsb.findMergeState(t);
s = fsb.merge(s,m,fsb);
/* replace prev state value */
fsb.saveMergeState(s,t);
if (fsb.done(s))

forwardMsg(R,G,fsb.buildMsg(s));
}

} /* ProcessMessage */

Figure 2. Network per-packet processing.

with the concast source address and the IP address of the
receiver for this flow.

6. Implementing Concast

The concast service described in Section 5 can be im-
plemented and deployed incrementally in a manner that is
backward-compatible with the present Internet. The ser-
vice is usable and provides benefits to the application even
if only the end systems are concast-capable, although it
is clearly most effective in terms of resource conservation
when concast nodes are located throughout the network.
The components of the implementation are (i) thesoft state
maintained at each router for each concast flow (Sect. 6.1);
(ii) the steps carried out at concast-capable routers to imple-
ment the service using the soft state (Section 6.2 and Sec-
tion 6.4); and (iii) theConcast Signaling Protocol(CSP),
which can be used to implement either simple or custom
concast service (Sect. 6.3).

In the following description, “downstream” means to-
ward the receiver, while “upstream” means toward the
senders.

6.1. State Required for Forwarding

Each concast-capable node maintains a table ofconcast
flow state blocks(FSBs) indexed by pairs(R, G), whereG

is a concast group address andR is the receiver specifica-
tion, which is either a socket identifier (a unicast IP address,
protocol, and port number) or just a unicast IP address.4

Each FSB contains the following information:

4Concast flows heading for different application programs onthe same
receiving host can be distinguished either by requiring them to use dif-
ferent concast (i.e. network-level) addresses, or by including higher-level
information inR. Space limitations force us to remain agnostic about the
question here.



Concast Flow State: The state is one of:DEAD, FOR-
WARDING, PENDING, MERGING.

Upstream Neighbor List(UNL): Each item in the UNL
represents a concast-capable node or a local sender
(i.e. an application on the same node) for which this
node is the next concast-capable hop on the way toR.
Each entry in this list contains a node identifier and a
Time-to-Live value. For routers, the identifier is an IP
address; for local applications, it is a handle for a local
signaling channel. The TTL decreases monotonically
over time; when it reaches zero, the entry is removed
(Section 6.4).

Merge Specification: as described in Section 5.2.
Per-message State List: A list indexed by message tags;

each entry contains the state of an in-progress “merge”.

Each FSB is created in response to a forwarded con-
cast datagram or signalling message, and is deleted when
its UNL becomes empty, i.e. when no nodes upstream of it
are sending to the receiver5

6.2. Processing and Forwarding

Concast datagrams are defined to be those containing a
a concast (group) address in the source address field. Be-
cause the normal (fast path) forwarding process in a router
may not examine the source address, another mechanism
is needed to identify packets for concast processing. The
IP Router Alertoption [10] is intended specifically for the
purpose of “flagging” packets for examination by routers to
see if they require special hop-by-hop processing. Concast-
capable routers, on detecting Router Alert and examining
the packet, will recognize the source as a concast address
and process the packet accordingly; others will forward it
as usual, leaving the option unchanged.

Upon receiving a concast packet for processing, a router
first checks for a FSB matching the packet’s flow ID(R, G).
If none exists, the router creates a FSB, drops the packet,
and begins the signaling process described in the next sec-
tion. (Note that typically this situation will arise only atend-
systems, because routers should see a signaling message be-
fore any data messages are forwarded through them.)

If a matching FSB is found, the action taken depends on
the flow state:

DEAD state: Drop the packet. (Receiver has gone away.)
PENDING state: Drop the packet.
MERGING state: Follow the procedure described in Sec-

tion 5.2 for packet processing. Note that at the receiv-
ing node, “forward toward the receiver” means passing
the datagram to a higher-level protocol or directly to
the receiving application.

5The concast implementation in an end-system (part of the IP layer)
considers sending application(s) to be its upstream neighbors.

FORWARDING state: Forward the packet unchanged to-
ward the receiver.

Note that the user-specified computations occur off the
fast path, and so might be carried out on an auxiliary pro-
cessor dedicated to the purpose.

6.3. Concast Signaling Protocol

The Concast Signaling Protocol(CSP) deals with the
establishment of concast-related state in the nodes of the
network. All CSP messages are sent as regular IP unicast
datagrams with CSP identified in the protocol field, and the
Router Alert option included to stimulate hop-by-hop pro-
cessing. Concast-capable nodes process every CSP packet
as described below. Whenever a CSP message is sent down-
stream, the IP destination address isR (the flow’s receiver);
CSP messages sent upstream have the IP address of a next
upstream router in the tree as destination. The source ad-
dress of a CSP packet is always the (unicast) IP address of
the packet originator, which may be a router.6

Each CSP message contains aflow id (R, G), whereR is
a receiver specification andG is the concast group address.
In addition, each message contains an indication of the mes-
sage type and type-specific information. The message types
along with their type-specific information are:

Request for Merge Specification (RMS):This message
is always sent downstream. It indicates to a down-
stream node the existence of at least one sender up-
stream of the source of the packet. RMS messages
contain aRefresh Flag, which indicates whether mes-
sage is being sent to keep an entry alive in the down-
stream UNL. If the flag is cleared, the sender expects
the flow’s merge specification in response.

Merge Specification (MS):The MS message is sent up-
stream, in response to an RMS message (with the Re-
fresh Flag clear), and in the case of custom concast,
carries the merge specification (Sect. 5.2) for the re-
quested receiver and group. For simple concast, the
MS message acks the validity of the concast flow.

Error: An error message may be sent directly to the origi-
nator of a RMS message (e.g. if the receiver has not yet
defined a merge spec for the concast group), or to all
the members of a node’s Upstream Neighbor List, to
convey error information relating to the concast data
flow (e.g. network unreachable). The Error message
contains aReason Code, one of: Merge not defined,
Receiver dead, Receiver unreachable.

The normal progression of messages in the CSP protocol
is illustrated in Figure 3. Initially receiverR indicates to

6This is crucial because it enables connectivity problems inthe concast
tree to be detected via ICMP. (ICMP messages must not be sent in response
to packets with concast source addresses.)
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the local concast implementation (A) its desire to receive
from concast groupG. In the case of custom concast, it also
provides a merge specification. The local implementation
creates the FSB for(R, G) with an empty UNL, and sets
the state toFORWARDING.

Subsequently, sender S0 transmits a datagram with
source address (concast group)G and destinationR. The
first concast-capable node between S0 andR (C in the fig-
ure), creates a FSB with statePENDING and UNL contain-
ing only S0. NodeC then creates and sends a Request
for Merge Spec message towardR. At the next hop (B),
again a FSB is created and another RMS message is sent.
When it reachesA, B is added to the UNL for(R, G) and a
Merge Specification message is sent back toB, the source
of the RMS. WhenB receives the MS message, it installs
the merge specification, sets the flow state toFORWARD-
ING, and send the MS message on toC, which does the
same thing. Processing of concast datagrams is now being
performed atA, B, andC but there is only one sender, so
messages sent by S0 are forwarded unchanged toR.

Figure 4 shows a sequence of messages that result in an-
other branch of the concast flow being added atB. Note
that RMS messages propagate only until they encounter the
merge specification for the flow. After processing these

messages,B’s state isMERGING.
The specific actions taken to process each kind of CSP

message are given below. In the descriptions,N is the iden-
tifier of the node processing the message,S is the source IP
address of the CSP datagram, and(R, G) is the flow identi-
fier.

Processing RMS Messages.

1. If no FSB exists for(R, G), create one and initialize its
state toPENDING, its UNL to 〈S〉, and its merge spec
to null. Create a RMS message for(R, G) and send it
with N as source andR as destination.

2. Otherwise, a FSB already exists for(R, G). Do the
following:

(a) If the flow state isDEAD, create anError mes-
sage with reason “Receiver dead”, send it toS,
and discard the received datagram.

(b) If the Refresh flag is not setand the local flow
state is notPENDING, then construct a Merge
Spec message containing the appropriate infor-
mation, send it withS as destination andN as
source, and continue with next step (c).

(c) Check whetherS is in the flow’s Upstream
Neighbor List. If S is not in the UNL, add it;
if the size of the resulting UNL is 2 and the flow
state wasFORWARDING, change it toMERGING.
If S is already in the UNL, reset its TTL to the
initial value.

Processing Merge Spec Messages.

1. Locate the FSB for(R, G). If none exists, silently dis-
card the packet.

2. Otherwise, If the flow state isPENDING, install the
merge function using the information in the packet. If
the size of the UNL exceeds 1, set the flow state to
MERGING, otherwise set it toFORWARDING.

Processing Error Messages. The action depends on the
Reason code in the message. If no flow state block exists
for the indicated(R, G), the message is silently ignored.

Receiver Dead, Receiver Unreachable: Set the state of the
flow to DEAD. Construct and send a CSP Error mes-
sage with the same reason to each node in the UNL.

No Such Merge Spec: Send a similar message to every
node in the UNL, then deallocate the FSB.

6.4. Timer-driven Processing

Periodic housekeeping is performed at each concast-
capable router according to two timers. TheFSB Refresh



Timeoutperiodically informs the downstream node that it
has an upstream neighbor, and ensures that stale local FSBs
are eventually flushed. For each local FSB whose state is
PENDING, FORWARDING, or MERGING, the Refresh Time-
out routine generates and transmits a RMS message toward
R. If the state of the FSB isFORWARDING or MERGING,
theRefresh Flagin this message is set, otherwise it is clear,
to indicate that an MS message is expected in response. The
Refresh Timeout routine also decrements the TTL of each
entry in the FSB’s Upstream Node List. If any entry’s TTL
becomes zero, it is removed from the list and the flow state
is changed fromMERGING to FORWARDING, or the FSB is
deallocated if the resulting size of the UNL is one or zero,
respectively.

Clearly the initial UNL TTL value controls how fast the
network reclaims resources from inactive branches of a flow
tree. A smaller value causes the tree to shrink more quickly,
while a larger value provides greater robustness against lost
RMS messages.

The FSB Deallocation Timeoutdeals with FSBs in the
DEAD state. Such FSBs are kept around for some time to en-
sure that when the receiver of a flow goes away either inten-
tionally or due to network partition, the information even-
tually propagates upstream to senders, in spite of lost RMS
messages. EachDEAD FSB is either marked or unmarked.
If it is unmarked, the handler marks it; if it is marked, the
handler deallocates it. Thus a FSB persists for at most twice
the period of the Deallocation timer after entering theDEAD

state.
Note that this Deallocation processing implies that a flow

becomes unusable for up to two Deallocation Timeout inter-
vals after the receiver terminates or becomes unreachable.
This means that the effect of brief network partitions on
concast is magnified so that their minimum duration is the
Deallocation Timer period. Thus there is a tension between
ensuring that resources are reclaimed upon termination and
ensuring robustness against temporary receiver unreachabil-
ity.

7. An Example Application

To demonstrate the benefits of custom concast, we sim-
ulated a layered video application that uses concast to al-
locate network bandwidth fairly among competing streams.
The scenario involves 16 senders each transmitting a lay-
ered video signal [11, 21] to a receiver. Such a scenario
could arise in a variety of application domains, including
distance learning (video feedback from students to teacher)
teleconferencing, security systems, multi-camera TV cov-
erage, roadway monitoring systems, etc. The receiver’s ob-
jective is to achieve group max-min fairness [14] among
competing video streams by regulating the number of lay-
ers transmitted by each sender. Ideally, when two or more

senders share a common link, link bandwidth will be shared
equally by the senders. Unfortunately, without knowledge
of the network paths taken by the video streams, it is diffi-
cult for the receiver to know the optimal rate for each sender
such that the overall objective function is maximized.

We simulated the above application using both a unicast
and concast service model. In the unicast model, the re-
ceiver was unaware of the network topology, and used a
heuristic algorithm based on network measurements taken
at the receiver to adjust the senders’ transmission rates. In
the concast model, the receiver installed a merge function
that “thinned” incoming streams to allocate link bandwidth
equally among the active senders. We implemented all sim-
ulations using the ANSWER active network simulator. The
simulator encodes each video frame into layers, packetizes
the layer, and transmits the packets. Each sender can trans-
mit up to four layers of constant bit rate video with layer
bandwidths of 32, 64, 128, and 256 Kbps respectively. At
the receiver, packets are considered decodable (and there-
fore useful) if every packet that belongs to the same frame
and the same or lower layers is received. (The network does
not reorder packets.)
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Figure 5. The topology used for the symmetric
simulations

Our first experiment employed a “best-case topology”
for the unicast approach. Specifically, we used the sym-
metric topology pictured in Figure 5. Given this topology,
the optimal max-min fairness is achieved when all senders
transmit at the same rate. In the unicast version, the receiver
used an algorithm similar in spirit to RLM [11] and returned
the same feedback to all senders, thus maintaining identical
transmission rates. The receiver instructed senders to adda
layer if the aggregate loss rate, measured over three consec-
utive RTTs, fell below a lower threshold (1%), and to drop a
layer if the loss rate exceeded an upper threshold (15%). In
the concast implementation, the receiver installed a merge
function that was aware of the outgoing-link bandwidth and
thus forwarded an equal number of layers from each sender
up to the capacity of the link.

Figure 6 plots the aggregategoodputof both the concast
and unicast approaches. We definegoodputas the num-
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Figure 6. Simulation 1: Instantaneous (one-
second) goodput, tree topology.

ber of usable bytes received divided by the total number
of bytes received. The RLM-like nature of the algorithm
is clearly visible via the exponential backoff where the re-
ceiver repeatedly attempts to add one more layer than the
network can handle. Given enough time, the unicast algo-
rithm will settle in on the correct transmission level. The
concast approach, on the other hand, identifies the optimal
transmission level immediately and achieves 100% goodput
for the duration of the simulation. This is the best possible
scenario for any approach in which senders are treated iden-
tically, because their requirements are in fact identical.

In most cases, senders’ paths to the receiver have differ-
ent characteristics, and are unknown to the receiver. In such
a case, the best the receiver can do is to provide individual
feedback and to adjust each senders’ rate independently. In
our second simulation, we constructed a random transit-stub
graph with 100 nodes from which 1 node was randomly se-
lected as the receiver and 16 other nodes were randomly
selected to be senders. We modified the feedback algorithm
for the unicast case so that each sender’s transmission rate
is set based on its current individual loss rate (again using
thresholds of 1% and 15%). Thus senders differed in their
distance from the receiver and the number of other senders
they had to share bottleneck links with. The maximum line-
speed of all links was 512 Kbps. Note that this approach
clearly does not scale to large numbers of senders.

Figure 7 shows the goodput for concast and unicast in
this simulation. Because the unicast approach must ex-
perimentally determine the optimal assignment of rates to
senders, the algorithm oscillates, continually adding and
dropping layers at senders in search of the perfect combi-
nation. On the other hand, concast ensures that max-min
fairness is achieved and goodput remains at 100%. Figure 8
shows the number of layers received in each frame from
one particular sender, located 10 hops from the receiver, for
both concast and unicast. The concast curve is constant at
1, while the unicast curve fluctuates between zero and one.
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second) goodput with a random topology.
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Other plots, not shown due to space limitations, show sub-
stantial variation across senders in the unicast case, with
some getting one layer through consistently and thus fre-
quently attempting to add another layer.

8. Conclusions

Internet multicast service employs a scaling mechanism
in which a single address represents an arbitrary number of
receivers. In this paper we have shown how the same one-
for-many mechanism can be applied to senders, to create a
concastservice.

Our simple concastservice is intentionally symmetric
with conventional IP multicast service, and is useful par-
ticularly for suppression of duplicate messages, e.g. nega-
tive acknowlegements in reliable multicast. The service can
be implemented in a manner that scales approximately as
well as IP multicast (in terms of per-flow state required in
routers), and can be deployed incrementally in the present
Internet without changes to existing IP routing mechanisms.
We also defined acustom concastservice, which allows the



application to control the semantics of packet merging. We
presented a simple and robust signaling protocol to set up
and manage flow-specific state and code for both types of
service.

We also demonstrated the value of concast in the con-
text of a layered video application involving layered video,
where it improved goodput and reduced wasted bandwidth
significantly, even for modest numbers of senders, com-
pared to non-scalable unicast-based approaches.

The varying needs of applications with respect to merge
semantics and the timing of delivered messages makes it
difficult to justify implementing a single merge seman-
tics within the network. However, the ability to place
application-specific processing just where it is needed in the
network by downloading code makes this a much more at-
tractive proposition. Indeed, concast seems to be an ideal
match for active networks, and may motivate the deploy-
ment of active network capabilities in the infrastructure.
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